
 Items We Are Removing From 5 Chaparral Court 
 

Living /Dining Room: 
- Artwork (on walls/floor) 
- Mantle clock 
- Gray swivel side chair 
- Green small wood side table (next to swivel chair) 
- Dark brown small wood side table (next to couch) 
- Folding light brown wood bench 
- Colorful pillow w/trees (on wood bench) 
- Multi-colored pillow (on entry mud bench)  
- Large wood bowl (in living room corner) 
- Ceramic bowl (on dining table) 
- Three American Indian bowls and one ceramic bowl (in living room) 
- Ceramic bear salt/pepper shakers (on dining table) 
- Mexican Train and Aggravation games (coat closet) 

 
Bedroom(s): 
Master 

-  Artwork 
- Small TV (on dresser) 
- Two wood jewelry boxes/ceramic bowl (on dresser) 

Guest 
- Artwork 
- Three small black vases (on dresser) 

Hall 
-  Artwork 

 
ODice 

- Artwork 
- Small stick vacuum 
- Gray file folder box 
- CDs/Books 

 
 
 
 



Kitchen: 
- Artwork 
- Plain white dishes/various bowls (Amazon Basics/Corelle) 
- Desert Hummingbird mugs (4) 
- Brinton/Mint Bar mugs (4) 
- Brown pasta bowls (4) (Vancasso) 
- Beer/Wine glasses (various sizes) 
- Melamine bowls (5) (multi-color) 
- Old Pottery bowls (2) 
- Electric can opener (black) 
- Rice Cooker (Cuisinart) 
- Tea Maker (Mr. CoWee) 
- Large red ceramic fruit bowl (German) 
- Ceramic casserole dishes (2) (Pioneer Woman) 
- Small brown serving plates (4) (Denby) 
- Small decorator bowls (4) (Godinger) 
- Red depression glasses/candleholder 
- Flowered ceramic serving tray 
- Red flatware and silver flatware sets 
- Small red teapot and brown teapot 
- Mexican metal tray 
- Set of green handle pots/pans (Rachel Ray) 
- Cleaning supplies (under kitchen sink) 

 
Garage: 

- Tools and toolbox 
- Hedge trimmer (electric) 
- Electric bicycle 
- Golf clubs and bag 
- Corn Hole set 
- Traeger grill (on patio) 
- Red cooler 
- Gray tarps and Coleman tent 
- Empty plastic bins 

 
 
 


